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IJJO DAY BY DAY

09/08/2016  EUROPE
The European Social Network tackles the rehabilitation and inclusion of young offenders

The IJJO took part in the workshop “Young offenders in Europe: Active inclusion and rehabilitation”, organised by the European Social Network (ESN) on the 11th and 12th of July in Athens, Greece. The workshop gathered more than 30 social services professionals from different levels of government, as well as academics from across Europe. [+]

14/07/2016  INTERNATIONAL
The IJJO and the REDIM participate in the 4th EU-Mexico Civil Society Seminar on Human Rights

The International Juvenile Justice Observatory (IJJO) and the Child Rights Network in Mexico (known as REDIM by its Spanish acronym) – a member of the North American Council for Juvenile Justice – actively participated in the 4th EU-Mexico Civil Society (CSO) Seminar, which took place on the 20th of June in Brussels. The situation of children was one of the central themes of the seminar. [+]

08/07/2016  EUROPE
Fair Trials International’s policy report on pre-trial detention in the EU

The IJJO attended an event held by Fair Trials International at the European Parliament last May, for the launch of their new report ‘A Measure of Last Resort? The practice of pre-trial detention decision-making in the EU’, which shows the extent to which pre-trial detention is being used all over the EU without adequate justification. [+]

JUVENILE JUSTICE IN THE WORLD

12/08/2016  ASIA
Iran: Execution of teenager contrary to international law

Despite being a member of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, on the 18th July Iran executed a teenager by hanging for the rape of another boy. This execution shows yet again Iran’s disregard for the international standards of the United Nations. Amnesty International, which regularly carries out research on juveniles in death row in Iran, denounced the execution on its website. [+]

03/08/2016  INTERNATIONAL
The World Health Organization launches seven strategies to end violence against children

The World Health Organization and partners launched on July 12 seven interlinked strategies to reduce violence against children. The approaches have all been tested and all have shown concrete results. By bringing them together, WHO hopes to dramatically reduce instances of violence against children. [+]

21/07/2016  EUROPE
The Council of the European Union tackles violence against children in its annual report on human rights and democracy

In June, the Council of the European Union released its ‘Annual report on human rights and democracy in the world in 2015’ highlighting key challenges being faced at both the European and global levels. The report provides explanations of the EU’s approaches to conflicts, human rights issues and challenges to democracy through its external policies and international cooperation in… [+]

LEGISLATIVE FILE

ANDORRA
The aim of the legislative file is to provide IJJO Users with access to national legislation on minors in an ordered and organised way, including all laws in force, partial reforms and other laws regarding the protection of the rights of the child. [+]

IJJO INTERVIEWS

RESEARCH AND THESIS

INTERNATIONAL

According to our main activities and objectives, the International Juvenile Justice Observatory wants to give the opportunity to researchers and PHD Students to have access to our international communication platform.
Collaboration Forum

Survey: Child Participation in Training Seminars for Adults

Children's experience can be very valuable for adults during training sessions on child-friendly justice, but the risks of their participation are high. Therefore, safeguards and appropriate methods have to be put in place. Please click here...

Participate on the Forum

Job & Internship Database

The Job and Internship Database contains information on the latest job and internship offers sent by organisations working in juvenile justice; our purpose is to facilitate the gathering of people and organizations that are involved in the juvenile justice field.

See the Job Offers

Send Job Offers

Press Room

Journée internationale de la jeunesse : déclaration du gouvernement lue par le ministre de la promotion de la jeunesse, de l'emploi des jeunes et du service civique

Côte d'Ivoire (Ivory Coast)

Juvenile Justice Act: NGOs to weigh in on state draft

India

Nivel de violencia en jóvenes uruguayos, similar al de Zúrich

Uruguay

Crise des migrants : qui se préoccupe de ces milliers d’enfants bloqués à l’aéroport de Rome... ou qui en disparaissent ?

Italy

The Nauru files: cache of 2,000 leaked reports reveal scale of abuse of children in Australian offshore detention

Australia

Urge a legislar contra acoso en redes sociales

Mexico

Projet d’attentat: que risque la mineure de 16 ans mise en examen?

France

Data-Sharing Efforts Aim to Improve Child Welfare, Juvenile Justice Outcomes

United States

Israel aprueba ley que permite encarcelar a menores de 14 por "terrorismo"

Israel

Documentation Center

Co-Offending Among Adolescents in Violent Victimization, 2004–13

United States

Rapport de l’enquête portant sur les enfants en conflits avec la loi en vue d’une justice juvénile restauratrice, mené dans la ville de Goïa et territoire de Nyiragongo

Congo (DRC)

Extreme measures: Abuses against Children Detained as National Security Threats

International

Report of the Special Rapporteur on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography

United Nations

The prosecution of youth as adults: a county-level analysis of prosecutorial direct file in California and its disparate impact on youth of color

United States

Editorial News

La violence des jeunes : punir ou éduquer ?

Publications

WWSF Call to Action Prevention Kit

Publications

Les mineurs non accompagnés

Publications

Agenda

August 2016

24
Preventing Gun Violence: Understanding Law Enforcement Response and Improving Multi-disciplinary Partnerships for Peace

United States

25
III Seminario, "Diálogos sobre Infancia y Adolescencia, Avances y Desafíos del Sistema de Justicia Juvenil"

Chile

26
21st International Summit on Violence, Abuse & Trauma Across the Lifespan

United States

28
Summer School ‘Critical Interdisciplinary Course on Children’s Rights’

Belgium

29
Juvenile Probation Reform Academy

United States

30
Seminario ‘Derechos de la infancia, seguridad ciudadana y penas no privativas de libertad’

Uruguay

Organizations

KONPAL Child Abuse Prevention Society

Pakistan

Youth Net and Counselling

Malawi
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